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1.0 INTRODUCTION



• Evaluate the resilience design strategies and review proposed REAP 3.2 Enhanced Resiliency credit to determine 

appropriateness for this requirement

• Interview subject matter experts and architects (including MBAR stakeholders) to understand strategy 

appropriateness to UBC context

• Develop recommendations for refinements of the credit based on applicability of the MBAR primers and strategies

Project Objectives

Research Purpose: 
Increase resiliency in MURB's using cost effective and locally appropriate policy 
incentives 
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Figure. Graphic from the BC Housing Mobilizing, Building, and Advancing Resilience 
Program

Mobilizing, Building and Advancing Resilience 
Program (MBAR) 
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Figures. REAP 3.2 Climate Adaptation 
Category Draft, Enhanced Resiliency 
Credit Draft, and UBC Integrated 
Design Process



Phase 1
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Stakeholder 
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Phase 3
Further Research 
and Production

July 2020 August 2020

• Interviews with:
• Wilma Leung, 

Senior Manager, 
BC Housing

• Lisa Westerhoff, 
Principal, Integral 
Group

• Jennifer Cutbill, 
Principal, Lateral 
Agency

• Ashleigh Fischer, 
Project 
Performance 
Specialist, ZGF 
Architects

• Review of
• UBC Planning 

materials and 
precedent reports

• BC Housing MBAR 
Primers and 
program 
documents

• MURB Best 
Practices

• Green Building 
Rating Systems 
and Critical 
Analyses

• Producing the: 
• Interview 

transcripts
• Recommendati

ons, insights, 
and 
complementary 
research

• Final report and 
final 
presentation



2.0 FINDINGS

1. STRESSORS
2. SYSTEMS AND 

FRAMEWORKS
3. PROCESSES



Stressors
• Seismic Resilience
• Disease Transmission
• Heat waves
• Power Outages & Emergencies
• Wildfires and Air Quality
• Community Resilience

Systems and Frameworks
• ARUP REDi
• LEED Enhanced Resilience Pilot Credits
• RELi 2.0 Rating Guidelines
• Integrated Building Adaptation and Mitigation Assessment Framework (IBAMA)

Practices
• Logistics
• Facilitation
• Research
• Using the MBAR Primers
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Stressors

• REAP 3.2’s Climate Adaptation category corresponds to the predominant concerns 
among industry stakeholders

• Generally interviewees were resistant to recommend strategies on-the-spot, and 
encouraged site-by-site analysis

• Seismic Resilience was recognized by multiple stakeholders as the elephant in the 
room

• Resilience for disease is emerging and worth implementing in REAP 3.2
• Strategies for heat waves and wildfires demonstrate value for implementing a 

framework that can identify the trade-offs and co-benefits of various mitigation and 
adaptation strategies

• Multi-lingual community resilience is an important component of social 
adaptiveness and emergency response — there are a number of design and 
programming pilots in Vancouver for UBC to emulate






Systems and Frameworks

• The ARUP REDi system provides a variety of approaches 
and strategies worth consideration

• Low cost strategies include advocacy requirements
• Prescriptive vs. Performance Based Approach: REDi

provides example of performance-based criteria 
for seismic resilience






Systems and Frameworks

• REAP 3.2 would bring the system on-par with the LEED pilot credits in Enhanced 
Resilience

• Some interviewees recommended making Enhanced Resiliency, in-part or in-
sum, mandatory, to bring REAP ahead of LEED with respect to resilience 






• The Integrated Building Adaptation and Mitigation Assessment Framework 
(IBAMA) is an emerging cost-benefit analysis process for the deliberation of 
resilience strategies that was identified as a tool for UBC to follow and pilot

Systems and Frameworks






Practices

• Facilitation and Logistics were identified by most interviewees as equally critical to 
the success of the Enhanced Resiliency credit

• Facilitated approach is necessary when there is lack of design convergence
• A deliberate facilitation process can align goals, identify principles, and make the 

core purpose and vision clear
• Ensuring that this process is timely has been identified across a variety of UBC 

research projects

“Things like backflow preventers are a proxy for developers avoiding things they don’t really understand, they’re 

not seeing, or are perceived to not have any value. So the more that a team can build this literacy around what is 

important, why we're doing things, what is available: doing that in the early stages can make a lot of cost fall 

away, to the tune of millions of dollars.” (Jennifer Cutbill, personal communication, 2020) 

“Before there is that consensus, my preference is to take a more bottom-up approach. 

What I mean by bottom-up is more facilitation: to provide all the information, look at 

each case, identify the opportunities and how we can maximize them.” (Wilma Leung, 

personal communication, 2020)



Practices

• MBAR stakeholders also had thoughts about how to best use the MBAR primers 
• The MBAR primers were designed as a conversation starter — UBC would be the first 

institution to use them in a regulatory context
• Many of the strategies repeat between primers

• Some strategies are of questionable value or would be achieved in the ordinary 
course of design, others are critical

• The primary recommendation was the importance of UBC launching an internal 
process to weigh the MBAR strategies for its own development context

• One interviewee argued that designers and developers would be unfamiliar with 
MBAR, and uninterested in probing the primers deeply

• This could be mitigated by using various tools to embed the strategies at UBC

“So I think as a starting point it might be good, but at the same time, not all these 
strategies are created equally. So a designer could go for the lowest hanging fruit” (Lisa 
Westerhoff, personal communication, 2020)



3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS



4.1 Recommendations

1. Weigh and order the MBAR Strategies

2. Focus on adding a facilitation component to the credit

3. Consider expanding the credit to include disease resilience and seismic resilience

4. Consider splitting the credit into tiers or prerequisite components 

5. Consider more active publication of UBC building policies  

6. Consider visualizing the MBAR strategies through UBC policy documents (e.g. a Stadium Neighbourhood
Design Guidelines)

7. Pursue a pilot to enhance community resilience with Hey Neighbour

8. Utilize UBC’s Research to fill in gaps






1. Weigh and order the MBAR strategies

2. Focus on adding a facilitation component to 
the credit



3. Consider expanding the credit to include 
seismic and disease resilience 
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4. Consider more active updates on the timeline 
for amendments to UBC building policy

5. Consider splitting the Enhanced Resiliency 
into tiers, making some strategies prerequisites, 
or coding strategies



6. Build investment in MBAR and help 
developers visualize the primers by 
incorporating the strategies into UBC 
documents



7. Pursue a pilot to enhance disaster readiness 
and community resilience

8. Utilize UBC’s research to fill in the gaps



4.0 CONCLUSION



- The Climate Adaptation category and Enhanced Resilience credit represent a good step 
in the right direction

- UBC can emphasize a discretionary approach or narrow down the best strategies, 
considering the facilitation approach will always be critical

- There are emerging frameworks and methodologies that can enhance this process

- Primary limitation of the project was time
- Interviewees were reticent to provide strategy recommendations — instead 

encouraged an internal weighing process

- Many research opportunities emerged from the project, including:
- The development of an MBAR database in collaboration with BC Housing
- Evaluation of MBAR primers and their application in Stadium Neighbourhood
- More qualitative and post-occupancy research to evaluate the entire development 

process and how sustainability design is applied on the ground
- Emergency preparedness pilots that integrate the multi-lingual dimension of UBC 

neighbourhoods

Conclusions



Questions?
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